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statement
My experience with collaborative, socially engaged work has been quite eclectic and
somewhat separate from my art practice, per se, in terms of implementation and
modus operandi. However, the two practices have always shared the same subject
matters, which could be summarised as tackling notions and meanings of place,
narrative, memory and identity in the contemporary world. A world where global
technological connectivity and the spectacle of freedom of choice and speech grow
hand in hand with social, cultural and economical fragmentation and disparity.
Over a number of years I have been invited, either by local authority councils, schools,
museums and art centres, to devise and conduct workshops and art projects
across a range of social environments including local communities and schools in
economically deprived areas, as well as prisons and psychiatric units.
Most of the workshops and projects focused on storytelling (in the broadest sense of
the term and the different media used for it), and its “sense-making” capacities, as a
device for sharing information and exchanging views on a wide spectrum of topics,
how it can refer to the world indirectly and non descriptively, and how it can induce
creative cohesion and consensus amongst groups of individuals. The concept of
storytelling can be understood beyond social and cultural differences, as it is a basic
way of creating meaning and including oneself in a narrative, helping to address
complex issues with simple means.
My incentive is quite simple: Art encompasses many realms, and it can easily be
unburdened of any pre-existing rules, unlike many other fields of expertise. Everything
can be appropriated, everything can be connected to everything, even to oneself.
Presented here is a small selection of projects and workshops, which I think gives a
concise overview of this aspect of my practice. They can be repeated and adapted
to new contexts. The 4 main subject matters covered could be listed as such:
Representation/Abstraction - In situ - Objects - Images.

THE MALLEABLE CITY
6 week out-of-school project for children aged 8 to 10.
Commissioned by the Musée d’Art Contemporain du Val-de-Mar ne, France.
In partnership with the neighbourhood committee of Vitry-sur-Seine city centre,
the Jean-Moulin Primary School and Semise.

This project proposes to approach the city as a protean, stratified space, a
fertile ground for appropriations, displacements and spontaneous assemblages,
for the elaboration of fictions and personal mythologies.
The project is a sensitive and active experience of the city through observation,
comparison, a selection of perspectives and itineraries, samplings and projections.

Every town and city has a history, an evolving identity with its diversity, its
specificities, its contradictions, its limits and its ramifications that inscribes
it within a cartographic, road, economic and cultural network. Inside there are
districts inside of which are streets on which there are buildings and houses
in which people work and live, there is an interweaving of microcosms. Every
town and city is a potential playground.
To begin with, every participant was given a disposable camera, a map of the
city, a clipboard, paper and pens. The project started by scrutinizing the city
from the top of a tower block in a vacant apartment, after which began a journey
through the city-centre of Vitry, looking for things one would not usually notice,
little interesting details.
Following this was a talk accompanied by a slideshow presenting art practices
that engage with the landscape and the environment, whether urban or ‘natural’.
Representation, intervention, transformation and transposition were some of
the notions addressed.
During the workshops, the participants made a selection of pictures they took
and using transparencies and collages, they were able to make their own artistic
proposals for their neighbourhood. Finally, they put together a travelogue, which
included their experiences and draft projects.

STORYBOARD
6 week workshop for male inmates of the Fresnes prison.
Commissioned by the Musée d’Art Contemporain du Val-de-Mar ne, France.
In partnership with the Val-de-Marne Penitentiary Service of Integration and
Probation.

Participants: 12
Workshop supplies: A3 white paper, pencils and pens, notebooks, erasers,
magazines.
The main idea for this workshop was that from visual memories of the participants,
which could be described as cinematic or filmic, they would create, as a group,
a storyboard for a potential movie.
This workshop required both individual and collective work from the participants
and consisted of sessions of drawing, writing and group discussions. This
workshop proposed the collective creation of a synopsis in a storyboard format
using individual memories related to their personal lives or movies they had
seen, or both, merged together.
For the first meeting, after a presentation of the project, there was a screening
of Chris Marker’s 1962 short movie La Jetée, constructed almost entirely from
still photos.
Once we had collected a number of drawings, we started talking about what
the movie would be about. At the beginning, prison life was unsurprisingly the
main aspect of the story, but very soon there was a general wish to leave the
carceral environment and elements of romance and adventure took over. Prison
became just one little chapter in the whole story, from which the ‘hero’ escapes
with the help of the love of his life.

I am deliberately not telling here the story they invented and only showing
examples of some preliminary drawings, as there was a tacit copyright agreement.
Originally there were discussions about the possibility to distribute this outline
of a scenario to film schools such as La Fémis, the French state film school,
with an explanation of the context in which it was created, potentially offering
it the possibility to take another form, outside, elsewhere, but towards the end
of the workshop, every participant felt they wanted to proudly keep it as their
own finished creation.
As a footnote, it was interesting to notice that the participant who was most
skilled in drawing scenes, without the help of existing images, had never seen
a movie in his life. And a thank you to the participants: Anibal, Eric, Gérard,
Gilles, Jean-Louis, Kamel, Oumar, Paul, Robert, Samir, Walid, Wamba.

PIXEL EXQUIS
2 month project for KS3 and KS4 students.
Commissioned by the Maison d’Art Contemporain Chaillioux, France.
In partnership with the Charcot Secondary School and GRID Arts Plastiques.

One of the aims of this project was to introduce the idea that the computer
can be used as a tool to make art, and that there can be creative correlations
between its interface and our 3 dimensional surroundings.
The project resulted in an installation that was exhibited in the show Art and
New Technologies at the Museum of Art and History of Saint-Denis and a
ca¬talogue was published. The title of the project and the installation stems
from the French term cadavre exquis (exquisite corpse), a method invented by
Surrealists in the 1920’s, by which words or images are collectively assembled,
each participant adding something without knowing what the previous person
contributed.
The installation was originally composed of 48 cubes, with digital images
and words on each facet, placed on the floor, forming a rectangular grid,
which viewers were free to manipulate, its configuration therefore constantly
chan¬ging. A nearby computer also allowed viewers to make their own designs
and create new cubes.

The use in secondary school of computers in art classes is an interesting challenge
in itself. Students may not necessarily make the link between art and computers,
the first notion being somehow sacralised or, inversely, as a practice, considered
as optional and recreational, or even pointless, while the other (in both cases)
is now deeply rooted in everyday life and considered as a given. In other words,
the computer and its more mobile offspring have become essential while art
can seem marginalized from the immediate environment of people and stands
somewhat in isolation from them.
What was suggested to the students through this project was that the creative
act can overflow concepts of format and technique, that an artistic work is
polymorphic, never finite, that it is not only individual, it is also collective, and
therefore it does not always necessarily belong to oneself, whether it be during
the production process or during its exhibition.
The computer tool allows certain freedoms that other media may not due to
preconceived apprehensions; it facilitates rather than inhibits our expressive
propensities. In this instance, what happened on the interface was not conclusive
but a step in an evolutionary process.
The project was devised as a collective creation in which chance, accident and
surprise were essential elements. The students created, in pairs on a computer,
images in which they occasionally incorporated words or fragments of phrases.
They were asked to go beyond their immediate references, such as first names,
brand names, names of celebrities or vulgarities, or to push some of these
references to abstraction and distort them so that they secreted new hybrid
meanings, as if through some form of alchemy.
The second phase of the project was to pass from the interface to the third
dimension via basic cubes, like pixels popping out of the screen into the tangible
world. Working in groups of 10, the students created various assemblages
using the white cubes in the halls and stairways of the college, enabling them
to go from computer screen to physical space, from clicking to handling, and to
interact with and temporarily transform their school environment on their own
terms. Back in the classroom, in groups of 3, the students had 6 surfaces to
deal with, 6 surfaces available on which they applied a selection of their printed
designs, from which a final selection was made for the exhibition.
It was interesting to see how difficult it was for most of students to conceive their
creation as artistic knowing that it would be exhibited in a ‘real’ art museum, thus
adopting, unbeknownst to themselves, a conservative approach to what art is and
what it is not. This project was therefore also a good opportunity to introduce the
idea that art is not elitist, that it is not only something encompassed in an impressive
building and that it can be made by anyone who wants to indulge in it, that it can
sometimes just be a question of attitude.

EPHEMERA
1 month workshop for students in year 6 of Primary School.
Commissioned by the Musée d’Art Contemporain du Val-de-Mar ne, France.
In partnership with the Charles Digeon School and CAUE.

T h i s w o r k s h o p w a s m a i n l y a i m e d a t i n t ro d u c i n g L a n d , S i t e - s p e c i f i c a n d
E n v i ro n m e n t a l A r t , w h i c h c a n b e t r a c e d b a c k t o t h e P a l a e o l i t h i c a g e , w h i c h
became an artistic movement in itself in the 60’s with artists such as Robert
Smithson. Smithson challenged conventional notions of the exhibition,
sale and collection of art works. The movement also expanded the ways in
w h i c h art works were documented and conceptualised, and questioned our
relationship with the landscapes surrounding us.
T h e w o r k s h o p w a s i n i t i a t e d a s p a r t o f a g e n e r a l c u r r i c u l u m o n E u ro p e a n
a rc h i t e c t u re i n i t i a t e d b y t h e C o n s e i l s d ’ A rc h i t e c t u re , d ’ U r b a n i s m e e t d e
l ’ E n v i ro n n e m e n t , a g ro u p o f p r i v a t e o rg a n i s a t i o n s p ro v i d i n g p u b l i c s e r v i c e
m i s s i o n s f o r t h e p ro m o t i o n a n d d e v e l o p m e n t o f a rc h i t e c t u r a l , u r b a n a n d
e n v i ro n m e n t a l q u a l i t y.

As the main focus was Land Art, and the relationships between the creative
process and location and context, a slideshow and talk presented the different
approaches throughout time that artists had towards landscapes, nature and
m o re c o n t e m p o r a r y e n v i ro n m e n t s , s u c h a s c i t i e s a n d c y b e r s p a c e . I n t h i s
presentation, big swift leaps were taken from prehistory to the Chinese shan
shui, from the late Middle Ages to Dutch and Flemish Renaissance, from the
19th century to Land, Environmental and Site-specific Art, from the 60’s to today.
We also took a little peek at new media art. What was also addressed was the
artist as a nomad, and socially engaged.
On the practical side, several sessions were conducted in the park near the
school, where pupils got into groups of 2 or 3 to make their own creations, in a
place they had chosen beforehand, with what they could find on site. Once each
group had finished their artwork, they gave a presentation of their piece to the
other students, explaining their motives and what they tried to convey. Through
this procedure they realised that there were ways to directly engage, play with
and shape their environment, even though it might be only momentarily.

PLANT YOUR PLANT
1 month workshop for pupils in year 4 of Primary School.
Commissioned by the Maison d’Art Contemporain Chaillioux, France.
In partnership with the Robert Doisneau Primary School.

The main idea for this workshop was for the pupils to create imaginary plants
with recyclable materials in the classroom and then ‘plant’ them in various
spots they had chosen beforehand in the André Villette Park, near their school
in Fresnes.
The workshop was divided into 4 stages. 1. Visit of the park with the children,
each one choosing a space and marking its location on a map of the park. 2.
Joint work: The pupils drew a map of the park showing all the chosen locations.
3. The children imagined and created a plant and named it. The name of each
plant figured on the map. 4. The map was photocopied, the imaginary plants
‘planted’ in the park and exhibited for a day, like an ‘opening’, during which
visitors, parents, family and friends could come and see the ‘plants’ with the
help of the map.

WHAT’S THAT DOING THERE?
2 week workshop for pupils in year 6 of Primary School.
Commissioned by the Musée d’Art Contemporain du Val-de-Mar ne, France.
In partnership with the Jean Moulin School.

One could say that, like biological evolution, culture, and therefore one of its aspects,
art, is a gigantic game of recombination from pre-existing configurations.
The purpose of this workshop could be summed up as a proposal to make objects
evoke something other than what they are, for the pupils to conceive everything
as a source of reflection, as a malleable element allowing us to formulate our own
viewpoints on our perceptions of reality and therefore to give shape to a string of
thoughts or feelings. It was also about transcending pre-existing significations of
objects through an act of displacement and appropriation.
The idea was to compose three-dimensional narratives or metaphors, addressing
the notion that an object can be interpreted in different ways depending on where
it is placed, and that combining different objects in specific ways, in specific
contexts, can summon different meanings.
A slide show and lecture presented the object in art from 16th century still life
paintings to contemporary art practices, looking at Dadaism, Surrealism, Nouveau
R é a l i s m e , P o p A r t , F l u x u s , A r t e P o v e r a o r C o n c e p t u a l A r t a n d a t M a rc e l
Duchamp’s readymades and their long-lasting legacy.
During this workshop the pupils were asked to choose some objects from their
direct environment and then position them, in what they would consider an
incongruous place, creating assemblages that suggested new narratives. Then
in groups of 2, 3 or 4, they repeated this exercise in a collaborative way, giving a
title to their installations and presenting it to the other students, explaining and
discussing their choices.

INSIDE OUT
1 month workshop for pupils in year 6 of Primary School.
Commissioned by the Musée d’Art Contemporain du Val-de-Mar ne, France.
In partnership with the Paul Éluard School.

This workshop was mainly aimed at introducing Land, Site-specific, Environmental,
Public and Installation Art. A talk and slideshow introduced artworks that went
from J. M. W. Turner’s Snow Storm and the legend surrounding its making (in
which the artist supposedly asked to be tied to the mast of a steamship during
a nocturnal storm at sea so as to best capture and portray the violence of the
storm), to a wide spectrum of contemporary works.
The practical aspect of the workshop was for the pupils to take all the chairs
from the classroom outside and create installations with them.

This workshop tried to introduce the idea of how art can infiltrate the public
space, and how presenting an artwork in a public space is very different from
presenting it in a gallery or a museum, in other words places designed specifically for
that. For this particular workshop, the pupils were asked to take their classroom
chairs outside into the school’s playground, a place related to time off.
To begin with, the pupils were asked to position, and sit on, their individual
chairs in their favourite spot in the playground, explaining why that particular
spot was more appealing than another and what they usually did there.
Then in groups of 2, 3 or 4, depending on affinities related to their recreational
time, they created assemblages with the chairs, each group then giving a
presentation of their installations, explaining their choices and thought processes,
linking concept to context.

ALL TOGETHER
1 week workshop for pupils in Reception and year 1 of Primary School.
Commissioned by the Musée d’Art Contemporain du Val-de-Mar ne, France.
In partnership with the Louis Daguerre School.

This workshop mainly addressed notions of representation and abstraction, and
how one can lead to the other, as was seen in the many examples presented
during an initial slideshow and talk.
For the practical aspect of the workshop, the pupils themselves literally
became templates for a large collective and collaborative artwork, therefore
being spatially and physically involved in the process.

We started with a talk and slideshow, presenting a variety of artworks, from
the late paintings of Tur ner to contemporary art, with quite a substantial focus
on moder n art, looking at works from movements such as Post-Impressionism,
Cubism, Suprematism or Abstract-Expressionism. The emphasis was put on
how artists, whether it be through painting, sculpture, photography and more
recently installation art, broke free from a long history of representation, where
art was asked to be the mirror of reality.
For the workshop, the pupils were asked to use something very real, very alive
in reality, themselves. In pairs, on a very large strip of white paper placed on
the floor, taking tur ns, they positioned themselves any way they wished whilst
the other drew the outline of their body with a selection of coloured marker
pens. This was repeated until the whole surface was covered and cluttered with
these outlines, becoming, once presented on a wall as a painting, an intricate,
abstract entanglement of coloured lines.

SHAPES, COLOURS, YOU
1 week workshop for pupils in Reception and year 1 of Primary School.
Commissioned by the Musée d’Art Contemporain du Val-de-Mar ne, France.
In partnership with the De Lattre De Tassigny School.

This workshop mainly addressed notions of shape and colour, introduced
through a slideshow and talk presenting a wide selection of works that could
be put under the umbrella term of abstract art, going from prehistoric art to
21st century new media art.
The pupils were asked to come to school dressed in a single colour, or at least
in shades of a same colour. Separated into 2 groups, taking tur ns, they would
place themselves somewhere in space, adopting a pose of their choice, a bit
like in the children’s game Statues, while the others would draw what they
saw in terms of colour and shape with pencils and pens. All the drawings were
then presented on a wall, the pupils deciding on the composition, after which
we chatted about their experience of the process, what they enjoyed or the
difficulties they encountered.

WORKSHOPS FOR PSYCHIATRIC UNITS
I was commissioned to conceive and direct a number of workshops in psychiatric
units in 3 different hospitals in France (Esquirol, Saint-Eloi and Saint-Anne) and
an ESAT (a work integration social enterprise for people with a disability), as
well as to curate shows of participants’ work in collaboration with them. I worked
with both day patients and longer stay patients. I have very little photographic
documentation of these workshops due to the confidential nature of the work, but
here is a summary of them.

The duration of these workshops varied, but the main subject matter was the
status of images, with, as a starting point, the idea that an image gives no
objective evidence or truth and that it can only show what our subjective gaze
produces, when cast on it.

Each workshop started with a slideshow and talk, starting with Hieronymus
Bosch’s painting The Conjurer up to contemporary artworks, with some focuses
on pieces such as Cor nelius Nobertus Gijsbrechts’ The Reverse of a Framed
Painting, René Magritte’s The Treachery of Images, Giuseppe Penone’s To
Reverse One’s Eyes, Jeff Wall’s Mimic or Matt Collishaw’s Narcissus.
The workshops were mainly structured in 3 parts. The first was for the participants
to bring images they considered significant, whatever they may be. They would
then explain their choices and what these images meant to them. This was an
opportunity to discuss the fact that images evoke different things to different
people and that they tap into different reference systems. In the second part,
participants juxtaposed their images with those of others, explaining their choices
of association, and how it expanded the initial significance. For the third part, all
the ‘original’ images were photocopied, enlarged or reduced, and then they were
free to modify and alter these by cutting out, sticking on, colouring, drawing,
adding, sampling, mixing, excavating, burying, appropriating. The participants
then created new narratives, meanings and rhythms.
Finally we had discussions about what they wanted to convey through their
creations, which highlighted the fact that everything has the potential to be
appropriated, transformed and shared, that there is no rational vantage point
that prevails.

A boundary is not that at which something stops, but that from which something begins.
Martin Heidegger

